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Fundamentals of Everlasting Cosmetics is an instructions for beginning technicians. It is the most
complete and comprehensive reserve on the basics of permanent cosmetics ever written. An absolute
requirement for all beginning technicians. The publication has all the details a person starting in long term
cosmetics needs.
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Hmmm.. In Stock or not How long does it take to find this book in your warehouse.I don't know about
this one. :/ Good book which articulates the main element risks and aspects of . I did learn some essentials
but I disagree with a couple of things.. I got hands on at school and paid a fairly penny for the lectures,
homework and checks. It simply depends upon your character, lifestyle, marketplace, etc. Good reserve
which articulates the main element risks and aspects of cosmetic tattooing. There were also a couple of
things that were word after word found in other publications. Uncertain who plagiarized whom.
Requirements editing.. It suggests you don't call it aesthetic tattooing. what you choose to contact it.!
Thanks! I love this publication! She likes it and it is assisting her to get more knowledge about permanent
cosmetics.Just as described by the seller. Great book! Five Stars good info Great Information Reviews
were perfect. Present for my daughter who is currently a tattoo artist. Very comprehensive, and answered
questions on color selection nobody else had a remedy for me. Absolutley worthless book Its a
publication about managing business not about everlasting makeup techniques. This info everybody can
find on internet.! . Well worth reading I went to school for permanent cosmetics and didnt get the info I
got out of the book. This book addresses everything, even the procedure of how to do procedures. It
really is cosmetic tattooing no matter which way you slice and dice it. The hands-on is definitely valuable,
although this reserve covered a lot more. If you are considering long lasting cosmetics, read this book!.
Why don"t I just walk to your warehouse and discover it myself. BAD Services!! Great value compared to
other textbooks in the marketplace.It you don't have it then stop telling customer you do have it in
stock!!!!! .
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